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BERCAL S37
BUFFERED DELIMING AGENT
 WITH COMPLEXING ACTION

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Combination of buffered reducing acids

PROPERTIES

BERCAL S37 is a deliming liquid based on organic 
acids and masking products with gradual action on pelts. 
BERCAL S37 does not contain inorganic acids, therefore it does 
not suddenly lower the Ph of the deliming float; it also has a sli-
ght masking effect, able to form stable complex compounds 
with chrome salts which give a firmer grain to the finished hides.
Being colourless BERCAL S37 produces light and very clean pel-
ts, especially if used with degreasing agents of the ECOPOL line, 
which remove the natural fats from the surface of the skin, facili-
tating the pickling and tanning penetration. BERCAL S37  is used 
for deliming skins for which a fine and clean grain is required.

CHARACTERISTICS

Appearance: colorless liquid

pH in solution at 10%: 3 – 4
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USAGE METHOD

Only general indications can be given for the dosages of BERCAL 
S37 as it depends on the quality of the skin and the desired deliming.

However, one can summarize as follows:
It is used from 0,8 to 1,2% on calves, bovine splits
It is used from 1,5 to 2,5% on non-split bovines
It is used from 0,8 to 1,2% on goat and sheep skins.
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